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Abstract

This document describes the Asynchronous Layered Coding protocol, a massively scalable reliable content delivery protocol, hereafter referred to as ALC. ALC can be used for
multi-rate reliable delivery of content to large sets of receivers. This specification of ALC uses version 0 of the LCT building block specified in [4] augmented with a multi-rate congestion control building block that is compliant with RFC2357 such as one of the congestion control building blocks described [6] and [1]. ALC achieves reliability based on FEC codecs as generally described in [2], and in particular uses the FEC building block described in [3].
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1. Introduction

This document describes a massively scalable reliable content delivery protocol, Asynchronous Layered Coding (ALC), for multi-rate reliable content delivery. ALC is a protocol instantiation as defined in RFC3048. This specification of ALC uses version 0 of the LCT building block specified in [4]. Like the LCT building block, the ALC protocol is primarily designed to be used with the IP multicast network service, but may also be used with other basic underlying network services such as unicast IP.

All ALC packets in a session use the default LCT header to convey, among others, session and layering information. ALC uses FEC codes to provide reliability as generally described in [2], and in particular ALC uses the FEC building block described in [3]. Thus, all packets in a session contain an FEC payload ID in a format that is compliant with the FEC building block. Overall, a packet includes the default LCT header, followed by the FEC Payload ID, followed by the packet payload.

Although ALC is a transport protocol, no IP protocol identifier is reserved for it and this specification defines ALC as UDP payload, in accordance with the RMT-WG guidelines. The ALC header hence follows an UDP header in an IP packet. Future versions of this specification, or companion documents may extend ALC to use the IP network layer service directly. Note that this specification does not make any assumption on the presence of UDP.

A crucial point is that ALC strongly relies on FEC codecs in the sense that there is no request for retransmission of individual packets from receivers that miss packets in order to assure reliable reception of an object, and the packets and their rate of transmission out of the sender can be independent of the number and the individual reception experiences of the receivers. In some delivery service models it is appropriate that receivers send out of band messages to the sender to provide guaranteed delivery of content. For example, in a push reliable delivery model receivers may send messages to a sender to continue the session if receivers have not yet received enough packets to recover the content or to terminate the session when receivers have received enough packets to recover the content. To be able to track usage of the system, receivers may also send messages out of band to the sender that contain statistics on their reception experience. ALC, however, does not require nor specify such messages, with the aim of avoiding unnecessary limitation to the scalability of the basic ALC protocol.

The LCT building block provides support for congestion control, and the ALC protocol uses this support. In particular, to take full advantage of the scalability features of ALC, the congestion control building block used by ALC must be a multi-rate congestion control scheme that
requires no receiver feedback to the sender and must use the Congestion Control Information field within the LCT header to convey packet by packet congestion control information to receivers. Possible congestion control building blocks that could be used with ALC are described in [6] and [1]. A sender sends packets in the session to several LCT channels at potentially different rates. Then, individual receivers can adjust their reception rate within a session by adjusting which set of LCT channels they are joined to at each point in time depending on the available bandwidth between the receiver and the sender, but independent of other receivers.

Receivers may join and leave a session asynchronously at their discretion.

Note also that the congestion control building block used by ALC must conform with RFC2357.

ALC has the following properties when multicast is used to deliver packets:

- To each receiver, it appears as if though there is a dedicated session from the sender to the receiver, where the reception rate adjusts to congestion along the path from sender to receiver.

- To the sender, there is no difference in load or outgoing rate if one receiver is joined to the session or a million (or any number of) receivers are joined to the session, independent of when the receivers join and leave.

- On each link in the network, the packet traffic from the session and its reaction to competing traffic is the same whether there is one receiver or a million receivers beyond the link.

Thus, ALC provides a massively scalable content delivery system that is network friendly.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC2119.

1.1. Related Documents

This specification of ALC must use version 0 of the LCT building block as specified in [4]. A more in-depth description of the use of FEC codecs in reliable content delivery protocols is given in [2]. All packets in a session must contain an FEC Payload ID in a format that is
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compliant with the FEC building block described in [3]. Implementors of
ALC must also implement a multi-rate feedback-free congestion control
building block that is in accordance to RFC2357, where the congestion
control is over the entire session. Some possible schemes are specified
in [6] and [1]. Congestion control must be integrated into ALC through
the support provided in the LCT building block.

It is recommended that ALC implementors use some packet authentication
scheme to protect the protocol from attacks. An example of a possibly
suitable scheme is described in [5]. Packet authentication in ALC, if
used, is to be integrated through the support provided in the LCT
building block.

1.2. Environmental Requirements and Considerations

ALC is intended for multi-rate congestion controlled delivery of
objects, i.e., reliable content delivery.

This specification defines ALC as payload of the UDP transport protocol
(RFC768).

All of the environmental requirements and considerations that apply to
the LCT building block and to the FEC building block also apply to ALC.

In particular, LCT requires the ability by receivers to uniquely
identify and demultiplex packets associated with an LCT session, and ALC
inherits this requirement. To this purpose, a Transport Session
Identifier (TSI) must be associated with each session. The TSI is scoped
by the IP address of the sender, and the IP address of the sender
together with the TSI must uniquely identify the session. It is
recommended that the TSI field in the LCT header is used to convey the
ALC TSI. If the TSI is not present in the LCT header, then 16-bit UDP
source port is used as TSI.

If Generic Router Assist (GRA) is being used then additional
dependencies may be introduced by GRA on the TSI field. Generic Router
Assist is a current topic of discussion within the RMT working group.
If a TSI value appears more than once in a packet then all occurrences
of the value must be equal.

If, in future specification, there is no underlying TSI provided by the
network, transport or any other layer, then the use of the TSI in the
LCT header must be mandatory.
2. General Architecture

ALC protocol uses the FEC codecs in the form described in [3] combined with the LCT building block as described in [4]. Thus, the terminology used in the description of the LCT building block and the FEC building block are inherited by the ALC protocol and this terminology is used below. In particular, the definition of a session for the ALC protocol is the same as it is for the LCT building block.

There is a one-to-one mapping between ALC sessions and LCT sessions.

An ALC packet consists of the default LCT header, followed by the FEC Payload ID, followed by the packet payload. The packet payload is as described in [3]. If Generic Router Assist (GRA) is being used, then additional constraints may be introduced on the LCT header.

The ALC header immediately follows a UDP header.

The out of band information used by the ALC protocol consists of all the out of band information required for both the LCT building block and for the FEC building block. The possible means for acquiring this out of band information is the same as for the LCT building block and the FEC building block, and in particular is outside the scope of the ALC protocol.

2.1. Delivery service models

ALC can support several different delivery service models. Two examples are briefly described here.

Push service model.

One way a push service model can be used for reliable content delivery is to deliver a series of objects. For example, a receiver could join the session and dynamically adapt the number of LCT channels the receiver is joined to until enough packets have been received to reconstruct an object. After reconstructing the object the receiver may stay in the session and wait for the transmission of the next object.

The push model is particularly attractive in satellite networks and wireless networks. In these cases, a session may consist of one fixed rate LCT channel.
On-demand content delivery model.

For an on-demand content delivery service model, senders typically transmit for some given time period selected to be long enough to allow all the intended receivers to join the session and recover a single object. For example a popular software update might be transmitted using ALC for several days, even though a receiver may be able to complete the download in one hour total of connection time, perhaps spread over several intervals of time.

In this case the receivers join the session at any point in time when it is active and dynamically adapt the number of LCT channels they subscribe to according to the available bandwidth using a multi-rate congestion control building block. Receivers leave the session when they have received enough packets to recover the object.

Other service models.

There may be other delivery service models that can be supported by ALC. The description of the potential applications, the appropriate delivery service model, and the additional mechanisms to support such functionalities when combined with ALC is beyond the scope of this document.

2.2. Congestion Control

A multi-rate congestion control building block that is feedback-free, that is suitable for reliable content delivery, and that conforms to RFC2357 is to be used by ALC. An example of such a congestion control building block is described in [6] and [1]. While the general behavior of the congestion control building block is to reduce transmission rate in the presence of congestion and gradually increase the rate in the absence of congestion, the actual dynamic behavior (e.g. response to single losses) can vary.

The congestion control building block must use the Congestion Control Information field carried in the LCT header of each packet. Congestion control must be applied to all packets within a session independently of which information about which object is carried in each packet.

3. Packet format used by the ALC protocol

The packet format used by the ALC protocol is the UDP header followed by the default LCT header followed by the FEC Payload ID followed by the
packet payload. The packet payload is as described in [3], i.e., it contains encoding information about the object. If Generic Router Assist (GRA) is being used, then additional information may be required in the packet headers, and an additional specification may be needed.

The version number of ALC specified in this document is 0. This coincides with version 0 of the LCT building block [4] used in this specification. The LCT version number field should be interpreted as the ALC version number field.

Some instances of sessions may require the generation of feedback from the receivers to the sender. However, the mechanism for doing this is outside the scope of ALC.

3.1. Specific packet format

The packet format used for ALC protocol is depicted in Figure 1.

```
  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
  +---------------------------------------------------------------+
  |                     Default LCT header                          |
  |                                                               |
  +---------------------------------------------------------------+
  |                                                               |
  +---------------------------------------------------------------+
  |                       FEC Payload ID                          |
  |                                                               |
  +---------------------------------------------------------------+
  |                                                               |
  +---------------------------------------------------------------+
  |                        ALC payload                            |
  |                                                               |
  +---------------------------------------------------------------+
```

Figure 1 - Packet format for the ALC protocol

The length of the Default LCT header is explicitly encoded in the header itself (see [4]), while the length of the FEC Payload ID is implicitly defined by the FEC Encoding ID (see [3]), that is communicated out of band and, possibly, through the Codepoint field in the LCT header. The rest of the datagram is made of ALC payload.

In some special cases an ALC source may need to produce ALC packets that do not contain any payload. This may be required, for example, to signal the end of a session or to convey congestion control.
information. These data-less packets do not contain the FEC Payload ID either, but only the LCT header fields. The total datagram length, conveyed by outer protocol headers (e.g. the IP or UDP header), enables receivers to detect the absence of the ALC payload and FEC Payload ID.

3.2. Packet header field definitions

The description of the fields and their functions within the default LCT header can be found in [4]. The information that needs to be communicated out of band for the LCT building block and the possible mechanisms for achieving this are described in [4].

The description of the fields and their functions within the FEC Payload ID can be found in [3]. The information that needs to be communicated out of band for the FEC codecs and the possible mechanisms for achieving this are described in [3]. The mechanisms for communicating the out of band information needed for the LCT building block, including the mapping between the Codepoint field values in the default LCT header and the interpretations of the values, may be the same as those used for communicating the out of band information needed for the FEC building block, with the exception that portions of the information needed for FEC building blocks may be communicated through the use of the Codepoint field in the default LCT header.

Multiple objects may be transmitted in the same session. The Transport Object Identifier (TOI) field in the LCT header must be used to identify the different objects, and the FEC Payload ID and the packet payload must correspond to the object identified by the TOI in the LCT header.

If the FEC encoding scheme varies among different objects transmitted in the same session, the Codepoint field in the LCT header must be used to convey, in each packet, the association between the ALC payload and the tuple <FEC Encoding ID, FEC Encoding Name>. This allows the receiver to parse the FEC Payload ID field and to select the appropriate decoder class without having to interpret the TOI field.

4. Procedures

4.1. Sender Operation

The sender operation when using the ALC protocol includes all the points made about the sender operation when using the LCT building block as described in [4], and the FEC building block as described in [3]. The following description highlights some of the additional considerations...
to be taken into account with respect to the ALC protocol.

A sender using the ALC protocol must make available all applicable information regarding the session. This information includes:

- Any information needed by the LCT building block;
- The congestion control building block being used within the LCT building block;
- The mapping between values of the Codepoint field in the default LCT header and interpretations of these values;
- Any information needed for the FEC building block, including the FEC Object Transmission Information;
- If used, the packet authentication scheme being used within the LCT building block, and all relevant information which is necessary for packet authentication purposes.

4.2. Receiver Operation

The receiver operation when using the ALC protocol includes all the points made about the receiver operation that pertain to reliable content delivery when using the LCT building block as described in [4], and that pertain to using the FEC building block as described in [3]. The following description highlights some of the additional considerations to be taken into account with respect to the ALC protocol.

When a receiver receives a packet, the receiver must process the default LCT header (excluding the Codepoint field) as described in [4] before processing any other fields of the packet.

5. Security Considerations

The same security consideration that apply to the LCT building block and to the FEC building block also apply to the ALC protocol. In addition, any security considerations that apply to the congestion control building block used by the ALC protocol within the LCT building block also apply.
6. IANA Considerations

No information in this specification is directly subject to IANA registration. However, building blocks components used by the ALC protocol may introduce additional IANA considerations. In particular, the FEC building block used by the ALC protocol does require IANA registration of the FEC codecs used.

7. Intellectual Property Issues

No specific reliability building block or congestion control building block is specified or referenced as mandatory in this document.

ALC may be used with congestion control building blocks and other building blocks which contain proprietary elements, or have pending or granted patents.
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